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Project title:
Original title: Conceptual Table-Top Demonstration of Catchments, River Floods and Flood Mitigation
New title: Wetropolis Flood Demonstrator

Investigators (names and affiliations):
Prof Onno Bokhove, School of Mathematics, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK
Dr Tom Kent, School of Mathematics, University of Leeds, Leeds, UK
Ir Wout Zweers, Wowlab, Enschede, The Netherlands

Other participants:
Louise Walker/Kara Hazelgrave, WaterAtLeeds, University of Leeds
Rob Lamb, JBA Trust, Skipton, UK
Robin Gray, Pennine Prospects, Hebden Bridge, UK
Precipitation/hydrological expert, Hannah Cloke (SINATRA Reading) –in effect this has become Sarah Dance from
SINATRA/DARE projects instead, Reading, UK.

Project background: Heavy rainfall and river flooding have affected the UK in the last decade. Floods in Leeds,
Sheffield, Hebden Bridge and the Somerset Levels showed that it is diffcult to predict and mitigate flooding disas-
ters. It is also difficult to deal with the principles and uncertainties in flood prediction and mitigation. Moreover,
every one including the general public has difficulties understanding the concepts of extreme rainfall and flooding
events. With our flood demonstrator Wetropolis, we aim to increase this general understanding of extreme events
and the special role of mathematics therein.

Project objectives:
Original objectives: The aim of this outreach project was to create a pilot conceptual table-top demonstration on
the principles of river flooding, flood protection, uncertainty in rainfall, and flood mitigation for the general public.
This aim was reached. Wetropolis can be used in community centres, by agencies and hydraulic institutes (e.g., JBA
Trust has expressed interest). Key features in the original proposal consisted of two channels converging into one
channel (the “River Calder at Hebden Bridge”), fed by water from four to six Hele-Shaw cells, each representing
different valleys or villages with varying soil or surfaces. A Hele-Shaw cell is a fluid cell consisting of two glass
plates closely spaced together, classically filled with water to visualize flow around obstacles. Put up vertically,
the Hele-Shaw cells here are filled with either a spongy material (functioning as “peat’ by absorbing and holding
water), tightly packed particles (also known as hard “soil/rock” with fast run-off), or are partially blocked to mimic
a holding catchment during heavy rain. Water is fed (randomly) to each valley or Hele-Shaw cell by hand, or
semi-automatically (e.g., via a Malkus-Howard’s waterwheel?) to represent heavy rain downpours affecting one
river branch but not the other, or both.

The project plans consisted of: (i) pilot design of the table-top experiment, (ii) creation of various rain, flood and
flood mitigation scenarios, in part maneageable by the public itself, and (iii) (poster/webpage) information alongside
the table-top design on actual flood events, as opposed to the pilot geared to demonstrate flooding concepts.

The above objectives have been modified slightly, thus leading to the actual Wetropolis Flood Demonstrator.
The four to six Hele-Shaw cells have been replaced by two wider cells: a reservoir and porous moor, while the
converging rivers have been replaced by a canal along a winding river. We made posters and wrote a blog.

The Wetropolis flood demonstrator is a conceptual, life installation showcasing what an extreme rainfall event is
and how such an event can lead to extreme flooding of a city, see below in Fig. 1. A Wetropolis day is chosen to be
10s and it rains on average every 5.5min for 90% of the time during a Wetropolis day, i.e., 9s in two locations both
in an upstream reservoir and in a porous moor in the middle of the catchment. Within Wetropolis, this constitutes
extreme rainfall and it causes extreme flooding in the city. It can rain either 10%, 20%, 40% or 90% in a Wetropolis
day; and, either nowhere, only in the reservoir, only on the porous moor or in both locations. Rainfall amount and
rainfall location are randomly drawn via two skew-symmetric Galton boards, each with four outcomes, see Fig. 2.
Each Wetropolis day, so every 10s, a steel ball falls down the Galton board and determines the outcome, which
outcome we can follow visually: at the first split there is a 50% chance of the ball going to the left and of 50% to
the right, and the next two splits one route can only go right with a 100% chance and the other one splits even with
50%–50% again; subsequent splits are even again. An extreme event occurs with probability 7/256, so about 3%



Figure 1: Overview of the Wetropolis flood demonstrator with its winding river channel of circa 5.2m and the
slanted flood plains on one side, a reservoir, the porous moor, the (constant) upstream inflow of water, the canal
with weirs, the higher city plain, and the outflow in the water tank/bucket with its three pumps. Two of these
pumps switch on randomly for (1, 2, 4) or 9s of the 10s “Wetropolis Day” (SI-unit: wd). Photo compilation: Luke
Barber.

of the time. In 100wds, or 1000s, this amounts to about every 5.5min on average. When a steel ball rolls through
one of the four channels of the Galton board it optically triggers a switch and via Arduino electronics each Galton
board steers pump actions of (1, 2, 4) or 9s causing it to rain in the reservoir and/or the porous moor.

Wetropolis’ construction is based on Bokhove’s mathematical design with a simplified one-dimensional kinematic
model representing the winding river, a one-dimensional nonlinear advection diffusion equation for the rainfall
dynamics in the porous moor, and simple time-dependent box models for the canal sections and the reservoir, all
coupled together with weir relations. The resulting numerical calculations were approximate but led to the design
by providing estimates of the strength of the pumps (1 to 2l per wd in total for the three aquarium pumps), the
length and hence the size of the design with the river water residence time typically being 15 to 20s, and the size of
the porous moor. Industrial designer Wout Zweers (The Netherlands) factually build over circa 90% of Wetropolis
in the summer of 2016, in close collaboration with Bokhove. The moor visually shows the dynamics of the ground
water level during no or weak rainfall as well as strong rainfall, and how it can delay the through-flow when the
conditions are dry prior to the rainfall by circa 2 to 3wd (20 to 30s). When the rainfall is strong, e.g., for two
consecutive days of extreme Boxing Day rainfall (see the 31-08-2016 movie in [2]), the moor displays surface water
overflow and thus drains nearly instantly in the river channel.

Strengths & weaknesses: The strength of Wetropolis is that it is a life visualisation of probability for rainfall
and flooding in extreme events combined, river hydraulics, groundwater flow, and flow control, since the reservoir
has valves such that we can store and release water interactively. It is a conceptual model of flooding rather than a
literal scale model. This is both a weakness and a strength because one needs to explain the translation of a 1 : 200
year return period for extreme flooding and rainfall event to one with a 1 : 5.5min return period, explain that the
moor and reservoir are conceptual valleys where all the rain falls, since rain cannot fall everywhere. This scaling
and translation is part of the conceptualisation, which the audience, whether public or scientific, needs to grasp.
The visualisations of flooding in the city and the ground water level changes will be improved.
Key project outcomes: The first project outcome is that the Wetropolis Flood demonstrator was designed
mathematically and subsequenly the table-top version was build.

The second project outcome is that Wetropolis Flood Demonstrator has been showcased at the following events:

• The first time at the second General Assembly of Maths Foresees in Edinburgh 5–7 September 2016 by Onno
Bokhove and Wout Zweers; 06-09-2016 post/movie at https://www.facebook.com/resurging.flows.

https://www.facebook.com/resurging.flows


Figure 2: Asymmetric Galton board. Every Wetropolis day, 10s, a steel ball is released at the top (mechanism not
shown here). The 4 × 4 possible outcomes in two of such boards, registered in each by four electronic eyes (not
shown here either), determine the rainfall and location in Wetropolis, repectively. Photos: Wout Zweers.

Figure 3: Wetropolis at the Turing Gateway to Mathematics. Photo TGM. Duncan Livesey and Robert Long
(Fluid Dynamics CDT, Leeds) are explaining matters.



• The public flood conference by the Churchtown flood action group in the January 28th 2017 weekend, with
Valerie Zwart, Tom Kent and Onno Bokhove; in front of 140 flood victims and some experts on flood-
ing https://www.facebook.com/Churchtown.flood.action.group/ & post 16-01-2017 at https://www.

facebook.com/resurging.flows

• Two afternoons as part of the public exhibition on the Boxing Day 2015 floods in the Leeds’ Armley Musuem
(Dec. 8th 2016 and March 26th 2017), with Tom Kent, Tiffany Hicks and Onno Bokhove and asistance of
CDT Fluid Dynamics’ Leeds PhD students Thomas Goodfellow, Robert Long, Craigh Duguid and Duncan
Livesey. Post 05-12-2016 at https://www.facebook.com/resurging.flows

• Canal and River Trust workshop; by Robert Long, Craigh Duguid and Duncan Livesey, Liverpool.

• Be Curious Science festival Leeds; with Wetropolis mentioned in the call: http://www.leedsinspired.co.

uk/events/be-curious-2017-about-leeds-and-yorkshire

• Second Study Group of our network Maths Foresees at Turing Gateway of Mathematics, Cambridge by
Robert Long, Craigh Duguid and Duncan Livesey; see Fig. 3 and post 07-04-2017https://www.facebook.
com/resurging.flows

• Two (in 2016 and 2017) induction days of the Leeds’ fluid Dynamics CDT (Onno Bokhove & Tom Kent; Robert
Long, Craigh Duguid and Duncan Livesey); post 22-09-2016 at https://www.facebook.com/resurging.

flows

• Posters for the general public made by Tiffany Hicks: shown at the above showcases as well as School of
Maths Open Days and School of Civil Engineering (both in Leeds).

Potential for initiating or developing future multidisciplinary collaborations:
Wetropolis has been received enthusiastically by the general public, stakeholders and scientists. It has, however,
been much more work than any funding to date warrants. Maths Foresees contributed £9967+200.

Extra funding to date includes the following:

• Extra costs for the initial first version of Wetropolis: paid via school funds of Bokhove as well as the Stichting
Free Flow Foundation to offset some delays in payments, which delays cannot be absorbed by a one-man
design company such as Wowlab.

• Making of Natural Flood Demonstrator version of Wetropolis: £3750 (1/3 by JBA Trust, 1/3 by Fluid
Dynamics CDT Leeds, 1/3 by Bokhove); building costs: undecided, funding required.

• Travel costs for demonstrating Wetropolis: for PhD students of the Fluid Dynamics’ CDT by the CDT; for
Bokhove and Kent also partly by school funds of Bokhove.

Future multidisciplinary collaboratiions developing are as follows:

• Prof Bokhove has become mentor and co-I in Sarah Dance’s EPSRC fellowship Data Assimilation of the
REsilient city (DARE with Bokhove’s subproject on dynamic flood control), and is collaborator in Georges
Kesserwani’s EPSRC fellowship on flood modelling (regarding data assimilation).

• We have been invited to the European Geophysical Union “Games for Geosciences” session in April 2018. We
aim to submit an abstract and when we get sufficient showcase time (minimally two days) and can obtain
funding for the substantial travel costs, we plan to travel with Wetropolis by plane and car from Leeds to
Vienna (Prof Bokhove, postdoc and PhD student).

• Potentially, we aim to showcase Wetropolis at a (NERC) science event in London, via involvement in the
DARE project.

• JBA Trust may order a bespoke replica of the Natural Flood Management version of Wetropolis, which trial
version is currently being finished (as of December 2017), see Fig. 4.

• Wetropolis features as scientific testbed in a PhD project using Model Predictive Control (MPC) to understand
and develop dynamic control of reservoirs in the Calder River catchment, as well as the dynamic use of goits
and weirs in the Aire River in and around Leeds. The latter project involves the hydraulic consulting company
Mott MacDonald/Leeds and the Environment Agency/Leeds as stakeholders. In 2018, the EA and Yorkshire
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Figure 4: New design of Wetropolis Flood Demonstrator in progress concerning principles of Natural Flood Man-
agement.

Water are setting up a first test site for passive and in the future dynamic flood control using reservoirs in the
Calder Valley, so real-time dynamic control concerns extremely relevant and timely research, with idealised
cases such as in Wetropolis acting as a means to generate guidelines on dynamic MPC for these hydraulic
consulting partners. The PhD project, now proposed in Leeds’ Fluid Dynamics CDT, has been rejected
as NERC case, in part because the practical relevance and involvement of the stakeholders was deemed
insufficient, despite the above interest and current activities from the above-mentioned stakeholders.

• The design and discussion around Wetropolis led Bokhove to define and analyse the concept of flood excess
volume. Flood excess volume concerns the volume of flood waters that caused flood damage, i.e. the flood
volume of the river flow when the river surpasse a certain, chosen and relevant threshold. If one somehow
can hold back this excess flood volume, then no flood would occur since the water level would stay below the
chosen critical threshold. This excess flood volume, expressed in m3 or expressed more visually as a square
lake of 1m or 2m in depth, say, with a certain side length, is a useful measure to devise flood mitigation
strategies. It namely allows to quantify what fraction of this excess flood volume is mitigated by a certain
strategy. In many public posts, Bokhove has shown that Natural Flood Management strategies proposed
often contribute very little (less than 0.1% or 1% of the flood excess volume), while flood water storage in
reservoirs or behind moveable weirs can lead to substantial contributions, e.g., 30% to 90% of the excess flood
volume. Expressing this excess flood volume as a lake has the added advantage that the size of the volumes
that need to be handled becomes clear in a visual way, for the general public as well as flood experts. One
million cubic metres of excess flood water is a lake of 1000m by 1000m by 1m deep and walking around such
lake takes about 48min.
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• [4] Presentations on Wetropolis by Onno Bokhove:
- Festival on “Science of Flooding”, Pennine Prospects, 08-05-2016, Hebden Bridge; invited by Robin Gray;
this event as well as the Boxing Day floods in Leeds heavily influenced the design of Wetropolis and in
particular how to let the general public literally experience what an extreme rainfall and extreme flooding
event is, within a reasonable yet mildly irritating time frame, instead of having to wait 200 years, on average.
https://www.pennineprospects.co.uk/news/the-science-of-floods

- 01-06-2016 Imperial College Londen, CDT Maths of Planet Earth seminar (presented the mathematical
design of Wetropolis one week before we started building it in The Netherlands);
- 01-12-2016 Oxford Applied Maths seminar (Oxford);
- 10-11-2017 Applied Maths seminar (Cork, Ireland);
- 22-11-2017 DARE Workshop, Henley-on-Thames;
http://www1.maths.leeds.ac.uk/~obokhove/drownbyread2017.pdf

- 11-12-2017 Applied Maths seminar (University of East Anglia, Norwich).
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